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A. FUSION SCIENTISTS OF THE YEAR

Dr. Robert T. Bush, Dr. Robert D. Eagleton, &
Randell L. Mills, M.D. NAMED "FUSION
SCIENTISTS OF THE YEAR."

Formeritoriousachievements inadvancing the technology
ofcold fusion and/or enhanced energy devices, Fusion
Factshasawarded its "FusionScientists of the Year"
award to twoProfessorsandaMedicalDoctor: Dr.Robert
T. Bushand Dr. Robert D. Eagleton, both Professors of
Physics at California State Polytechnic University
(Pomona, California), and to Randell L. Mills, M.D.,
President of Mills Technologies (Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.)

Dr. Bush is recognized for developing a model (the
TransmissionResonanceModel)ofcold fusionwhichhas
predicted more experimental findings than any other
model. Bush and Eagleton, the team, are recognized for
achieving themost continuous outputof power per cubic
centimeter ofPd than any otherpublishedresults. Mills is
recognizedforachievingthe firstannounceddevelopment
of a new energy source and successfully providing a
kilowatt of heat energy from an electrochemical cell.
Bush and Eagleton are further recognized for replicating
andextendingtheMills technology(usingelectrochemical
cells with light water, potassium carbonate, platinum
anode, and nickel cathode.)
We congratulate these three scientists for anexcellent
combination of theoretical andexperimentalwork. They
all agree that the newest electrochemical cells are
replicable ("they all work now"), produce considerably
more than 100%excess heat, and the technology cannow
beadvanced. As anaddedbonus, all cells work with light
water, relatively inexpensive cathodes, and inexpensive
electrolytes. Congratulations! Theworld will be a better
and cleaner world because of your efforts.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Dr. Bush received his Ph.D. in theoretical physics from
Northwestern University in1971. Hewas theyoungest in
his first-year graduateclass atBerkeley and worked fora
year with the History of Quantum Mechanics Project
Group of Thomas Kuhn. Bush was the winner of botha
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship in Physics and one in the
History of Science. He is presently Professor of Physics
at "Cal Poly" where he has taught for twenty-two years.
Dr.Bush has alsobeen an industrial consultant toGeneral
Dynamics.

Dr.EagletonreceivedhisPh.D. inexperimental solidstate
physics from OklahomaState University in 1969. He
served on active duty as a line officer in the United States

Navy from 1962 to 1965. During that time he was
assigned to the U.S. Naval Nuclear Power Program.
Eagleton is presently Professor of Physics at "Cal Poly"
where he has been a faculty member since 1968. In
addition to his teaching, Eagleton has developed the
optics, modern physics, and advanced instructional
laboratories.

Randell L. Mills, M.D. graduated Summa Cum Laude in
Chemistryat Franklin & Marshall College in 1982 and
graduated from the Harvard Medical School in 1986.
Whiledoing his intern work, healso wentacross the river
to MIT and furthered his education with electrical
engineering courses. Mills is the innovator of the
Magnetic Susceptibility Imaging (a revolutionary new
body scanner), MIRAGE (a cancer therapy program that
reduces radiation doses to one millionth of conventional
therapy), and GUT (Grand Unified Theory)which he co-
authored with his former professor, Dr. John J. Farrell.

The following selection of papers written by these
gentlemen have, in general, all been reviewed byFusion
Facts:

[1] Dr. R.T. Bush (Cal State Polytech, Pomona), "A
Transmission Resonance Model for Cold Fusion."
Presented at COLD FUSION - A STATUS REPORT
session in conjunction with the ASME Winter Annual
Meeting held in San Francisco, CA December 12, 1989.
[Thispaperpresentsa resonancemodel forcoldfusionand
shows how the phenomenon is temperature dependent.]

[2]RobertT.Bush (CalState Poly Tech.), "IsotopicMass
Shifts in Cathodically-Driven Palladium via Neutron
Transfer suggested by aTransmission Resonance Model
toexplicateenhanced Fusion Phenomena (Hotand Cold)
withina Deuterated Matrix," Proceedingsof The First
Annual Conferenceon Cold Fusion,March 28-31, 1990,
University of Utah Research Park, Salt Lake City, Utah.

[3] RobertT.Bush, (CalPolyU,Pomona), "Productionof
Tritium,Neutrons,andHeatBasedUpontheTransmission
ResonanceModel (TRM)for ColdFusion,"Proceedings
of Anomalous Nuclear Effects in Deuterium/Solid
Systems,BrighamYoungUniversity,October22-24,1990
(inpress). [See also review in Fusion Facts, Vol 2,No
5, pp 28-29, Nov 1990.]

[4] Robert D. Eagleton & Robert T. Bush (Phys Dept,
Calif StPolytechnic U, Pomona, Calif), "Calorimetric
ExperimentsSupporting the Transmission Resonance
Model for Cold Fusion,"Fusion Technology, Vol20,No
2, pp 239-245, 8 figs, 3 refs, September 1991.

[5] Dr. R.T. Bush (Cal State Polytech, Pomona), "Cold
Fusion: TheTransmissionResonanceModelFits Dataon
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Excess Heat, Predicts Optimal Trigger Points, and
Suggests Nuclear Reaction Scenarios," Fusion
Technology, Vol 19, No 2, pp 313-356 84 ref, 25 fig.

[6] Robert T. Bush (Physics Dept, Cal State Polytechnic
U.), "A Light Water Excess Heat Reaction Suggests that
'Cold Fusion' is 'Alkali-Hydrogen Fusion'," Fusion
Technology, accepted for publication planned for May
1992. [Abstract reviewed in Fusion Facts, Dec 1991.]

[7] Randell L. Mills, Steven P. Kneizys, "Excess Heat
Production by the Electrolysis of an Aqueous Potassium
Carbonate Electrolyte and the Implications for Cold
Fusion',"Fusion Technology,Aug 1991, Vol 20, No 1,
pp 65-81, 10 refs.

[8] RandellL. Mills &John J. Farrell,TheGrandUnified
Theory, Printed by Science Press, Ephrata,PA,c1990 by
Mills Technologies, Inc. Available from the authors.

For an insight into Dr. Mills philosophy ofscience the
following quote is important [9]: "I acknowledge that
quantum mechanics is strongly entrenched, but even the
founding scientists were not convinced of its validity.
Quantummechanicswasonlybegrudginglyacceptedover
a periodofdecades, and after decades of development,
quantum mechanical theory is plagued with
inconsistencies. Mytheory of theone-electron atom[8] is
derived from first principles, predicts four quantum
numbers (including spin), and is consistent with
experimentation. Quantum mechanics is based on
postulates and fails to predict spin. I do not accept
incumbency as a validation of scientific argument.
[Emphasis by Ed.] Each prediction should be tested
against experimentation without prejudice of quantum
mechanical preconceptions."

[9] R.L. Mills, "Reply to 'Comments on Excess Heat
Production by the Electrolysis of an Aqueous Potassium
Carbonate Electrolyte and the Implications for Cold
Fusion',"Fusion Technology, Vol 21, No 1, Jan 1992, p
96.

B. MILLS vs. BUSH: CHEMICAL OR
NUCLEAR

On April 26, 1989, Dr. Mills had filed a patent for
"Energy/MatterConversionMethodsandStructures." Dr.
Mills states [1], "...we scaled it up greater than a factor of
a thousand and we have right now a cell running that isa
commercial demonstration of this technology. We're
pushingright now ...we havea contract we're pursuing
that will give us a one kilowatt -- a one thousand
watt home heating unit within four months. We
have theelectrochemicalpower cell -- it is running. It has
the capacity of putting out a thousand watts. And we are

waiting for the heat exchanger unit to interface with that
[powercell] and wewill have a prototype of this home
heating unit.

Dr. Mills relates the background to his discovery [1]: "I
started the theoreticalwork in 1988,working aboutayear
on the theory, and then I did about 350 experiments
looking for tritium and optimizing conditions comparing
that to heat I got. Then from about the spring of 1990
through now -- probably a good 500 experiments
optimizing these parameters, then through the various
scale ups. ... [I've experimented with] cells doingvery
meticulous computer data acquisition systems that run
these cells for long periods of time, turning them off and
on in all kinds of conditions and parameters and all kinds
ofadjustments that optimizethe power output, andthe
powerdensity and trying todetermine theeconomics and
cost effectivenessof variousconfigurations,going into 1-
watt cells and 10-watt cells and 120 watt cells -- we ran
for about a month and a half and then wemoved onto this
cell with a thousand watt capacity. ... We have a thermal
unit and we've been studying that forabout amonth anda
half now and we're ultimately going to produce this one-
kilowatt heater for household use."

Further, Dr.Mills comments [1], "Iwas quite surprisedat
howrapidly this scaledup and actually itwas because we
haddone all the groundwork. We had done about 500
experimentswith this very accurate computerized data
acquisition system, where we had six of these
electrochemical power cells running simultaneously
around the clock and we just kept changing in and out all
sorts of things and just keeping it going, manning this
thing all the time, just keeping it [experimental progress]
going as rapidly as possible. And then once we
determinedall theseparameters it'sverystraightforward to
scale it up and I see no limitation to how muchpower you
can get out of this thing" [electrochemical power cell].

The reader will note that in the early experimental work,
Dr. Millswas lookingfor tritium. Inasmuch as tritium
cannot be produced by any known chemical reaction,
undoubtedly Dr. Mills thoughthehad discovered a table-
top room-temperature nuclear reaction. By April 1989
when hefiled his firstpatent application, Dr. Mills was
convinced that he discovered a new type of chemical
reaction [2]. In simple, and admittedly inadequate terms,
thechemicalprocess is one inwhich thehydrogenatom is
provided with an energy hole so that the single electron
collapses from its "ground state" to a lower orbital radius
and the resulting energy is absorbed in the available
energy hole. Such an energy hole can be provided by
certain chemical combinations in an electrolyte. For
example, Dr.Mills has had experimental successes using
potassium carbonate or rubidium carbonate. However,
sodium carbonate does not work (theoretically nor
experimentally) so Dr. Mills uses the sodium carbonate
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cell as a control. The energy provided by this collapsing
hydrogen is about ten times the amount of energy that
would be associated with a strong chemical reaction.
However, because the energy reaction involves a change
in the electron orbit and not in an atomic nucleus, Mills
states that the reaction is anew, heretofore, undiscovered
chemical reaction. Thus Dr. Mills electrochemical cell
wouldproduce energy equivalent to combustionofabout
20 gallons of gasoline from each gallon of water [1].

Dr. Bush [3] gives strong credit to Dr. Mills for his
achievements but disagrees with his theory. Bush has
extended his Transmission Resonance Model (TRM) to
encompass Mills work as well as to provide a new
explanation for the Pons-Fleischmann electrochemical
cold fusion. Bush's new TRMsuggests that the observed
experimental evidence (cold fusion and Mills effect) are
both a result of nuclear reaction catalysis [author's
terms] inwhichanyoneof the threehydrogen isotopescan
be induced to combine with an alkali metal nuclide on or
near the surface of a nickel cathode (not excluding a
possibleuse ofpalladium orothermetals). Theend result
is a transmutation of the alkali element into another
element. Whetherornotsuchelementwouldbestablecan
be determined by reference to a table of isotopes.
Specifically,Dr.Bushhas reportedexperimentalevidence
in which a potassium isotope becomes a stable calcium
isotope (potassium-39 + proton --> calcium-40.)

How does Bush explain the Pons-Fleischmann results?
Simple: the reaction is 6LI + 2D --> 8Be* --> 2 4He +
energy. Allthough this reaction was suggested by others,
Bush is the first to generalize and predict that a series of
nuclear reactions can be produced (under appropriate
conditions)byanyhydrogen isotopeandanyalkalimetal.

WHO IS RIGHT, MILLS OR BUSH?

Bothof these scientists are brilliant and innovative. Dr.
Mills is a chemistry major withan M.D. from Harvard
Medical School (1986) and several advanced electrical
engineeringcourses fromMIT. Dr. Bush is a physicist
with a flair for theoretical explanations. Both have been
actively involved inelectrochemical experiments -- Mills
since1988 and Bush withEagleton since soon after the
Pons-Fleischmann announcements.

Mills claims that he has run a cell using potassium
carbonate and light water for hundreds of hours and has
notdetectedcalcium. Bushreports thathehaddetectedan
increase incalcium in thecells thatBush and Eagletonare
running. Both are brilliant scientists. Both are good
experimentalists. Botharearticulateandbotharestrongly
confident of their position. What is different? They use
different nickel cathode configurations. However, both
state that the nickel cathode, lightwater, alkali-carbonate
cells are highly reproducible.

Itwould be surprising to findthat Mills, after over 500
experiments, couldn't tell the difference between a
chemical anda nuclear reaction. Itwould besurprising to
find that theBush-Eagleton teamwouldbemisledonsuch
an important breakthrough in cold fusion. It would be
surprising and perhaps unique to find that both
were right. However, stranger events have occurred in
science. It would be comforting to learn that Mills has
discovered a new chemicalreaction andthat Bush has,
finally, explained much of the disconcerting (due to lack
of reproducibility) experimental evidence from cold
fusion. This author votes for uniqueness and comfort.
How do you vote?

REFERENCES

[1] Transcript by Eugene F. Mallove & Jed Rothwell
(12/18/91), "Partial Transcript of Radio Broadcast
(12/8/91) by Dr. Randell Mills ("Hieronimus and
Company" Program), 6 pages. Courtesy of Dr. Eugene
Mallove.

[2] Randell L. Mills, Steven P. Kneizys, "Excess Heat
Production by the Electrolysis of an Aqueous Potassium
Carbonate Electrolyte and the Implications for Cold
Fusion'," Fusion Technology, Aug 1991, Vol 20, No 1,
pp 65-81, 10 refs.

[3] Robert T. Bush (Physics Dept, Cal State Polytechnic
U.), "A Light Water Excess Heat Reaction Suggests that
'Cold Fusion' is 'Alkali-Hydrogen Fusion'," Fusion
Technology, accepted for publication planned for May
1992. [Abstract reviewed in Fusion Facts, Dec 1991.]

C. SAFETY PROCEDURES

SAFETY FOR COLD FUSION EXPERIMENTS
By Avard Fairbanks

[Avard Fairbanks is a senior aerospace engineer with
considerableexperience insafetyprocedures. Wewish to
thankhim for this contribution. We extend our deepest
sympathy to the family of Dr. Andrew Riley who was
killed inaprivate research laboratory atSRI, International
on Thursday, January 2, 1992. Ed.]

Accidents, especially death, encourage workers to re-
evaluate their safety procedures. The purpose of this
memo is to provide a checklist for use by all cold fusion
experimenters. Experimenting with cold fusion can have
the following hazards, in addition to possible radiation:

1. The evolved gases from the electrolysis of either light
waterorheavywaterproduceshydrogenandoxygengases
which are very explosive. The ignition of these gases is
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more likely in contact with metal surfaces and less likely
in contact with glass surfaces.

2. Both palladium and platinum are used as catalysts for
thecombustionofhydrogen andoxygen,especially when
finely divided. Both metals are used in recombiners.

3. Palladium and platinum can absorb large amounts of
hydrogen (deuterium) especially when aided with
electrolysis. Thishydrogenwill desorb readily fromthese
metals when pressure or electrical potential is removed.
During the out-gassing the hydrogen may combine with
oxygenat the metalsurface and strongly heat the metal
which in turn increases the rateofout-gassing. Lowering
theelectrolyte level so that themetal isexposed, removing
the electrical potential, and/or removing a "loaded"
electrode from a cell into an oxygen-containing
atmosphere are all potentially dangerous.

4. Water-based electrolytes under pressure, especially
when superheated, can turn explosively into steam when
thepressure is released rapidly, such as happens in boiler
explosions.

5. The cold fusion literature cites many examples where
"spikes" of excess heat have occurred. If sufficiently
strong, such reactions can lead to rapid increases in
temperature, rapid increases in pressure in closed cells,
andpossible runaway nuclear reactions [1]. The result
may be all of the above.

It is believed that the following precautions can
help prevent disasters:

1. Consider the use of strong isolated water-filled
experimentalwells in which thecold fusionexperiments,
especially experiments operating under pressure, are
conducted. Note that this procedure is widely used in the
testing of underwater gear that uses compressed gases.

2. All experiments should use fume hoods which have
viewingareas covered with thickplasticorwith flatpanes
ofauto safety glass. Mirror periscopes may be used in
sensitive experiments.

3. Exhaust fans should be used on all fume hoods.

4. Energy-absorbing materials should be used to reduce
energyofexploded parts. Water, cementblocks,multiple
layers of cloth or paper are candidate materials.

5. Fail-safe controls actuated by automatic measuring
devices andequipment should be part of experimental
design, especially if experiments usepressure vessels.
Temperature and pressure are key parameters to be
monitored. Controls should be fail safe, for example if

power is lost all controls should automatically go to
"abort" or "shut-down" mode.

6. Consider the use of burst diaphragms as a backup to
pressure relief valves. Ensure that equipment is anchored
and vents are directed away from personnel. A burst
diaphragmcanresult inasteamexplosion withsignificant
thrust.

7. If practical, cathodes should be flooded with water or
oxygen-free inert gases under abort conditions.

8. Dr. Robert T. Bush advises the use of thin-film
palladium-coated cathodes. See reference [2]. Thin-film
cathodes would not have large volumes of adsorbed
hydrogen to release when accidentally exposed to air.

9. Usea minimalamountofelectrolyte to reducevolume
ofpossible steam explosion. Providemeans for flooding
experimental area with water, nitrogen, helium, or other
no-oxygen gases.

10. Use facemasks or safetygoggles,protectivevestsand
gloveswhenever theyisanypossibilityof shatteringglass.

11. Design cells so that evolved hydrogen and deuterium
are kept separate from evolved oxygen until properly
ducted to a recombiner. Useover-sized combinersso that
a combiner degradation would be less likely to allow
explosive gases to escape.

12. Coat glass with plastic to reduce number of glass
fragments in case of accidents. John Marshall phoned to
suggest that used automobile flat safety-glass (rear
windows)can be purchased fromjunk yards. For low-
budget experiments, this is an excellent suggestion.

13. If there are any indications of potential failure,
evacuate the laboratoryand allow only aproperlyclothed
andprotected personre-enter the room if it isnecessary to
handle the "out-of-limits" cell or system.

14. Add Klaxons, bells, and/or warning lights to be
operated by monitoring equipment so that personnel can
be warned and observe proper emergency precautions.

REFERENCES

[1] M. Fleischmann, S. Pons, and M. Hawkins,
"Electrochemically inducednuclear fusionofdeuterium."
J. Electroanal. Chem., 261, pp 301-308, and erratum,
263, p187 (1989). In this, their first paper, the authors
warn: "We have to report here that under the conditions
of the last experiment [lastentry,Table1], evenusingD2O
alone, a substantial portion of the cathode fused (melting
point 1554 C), part of it vaporized, and the cell and
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contents and a part of the fume cupboard housing the
experiment were destroyed."

[2]RobertT.BushandRobertD.Eagleton(Physics Dept,
Calif. State Polytechnic Univ., Pomona, CA), "A
Calorimetric Study of the Excess Heat Effect in Thin
Films of Palladium," Presented at Second Annual
Conferenceon ColdFusion, June30-July 4,1991,Como,
Italy. [Reported in Fusion Facts, July 1991, p 5.]

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

One life is too many to lose in cold fusion experiments.
We pray that the unfortunate death of Dr. Andrew Riley
will be the catalyst for all of us to diligently augment our
safety procedures. Now that kilowatt-sized
electrochemicalunitsarenearingcommercialization, there
will be a great increase in the number of experiments
being conducted at elevated pressures and, therefore,
increased chances for accidents. We urge our readers to
share with us any ideas concerning perceived risks and
suitable safetymeasures. We urge every laboratory to
establish active employee-staffed safety committees to
identify risks, install safety measures, and train all
personnel in accident prevention.

D. NEWS FROM THE U.S.

AROUND THE NATION:
TRAGIC COLD FUSION DEATH
Courtesy of Dr. Faile, Jed Rothwell, et al.

Tim Fitzpatrick & JoAnn Jacobsen-Wells, "Fusion
Researcher's Death Shocks His Friends at U [Univ of
Utah]," Salt Lake Tribune, pg A-1, January 4, 1992.

Selected quotes: "[Dr.] Riley, who worked at the
University of Utah from 1987 until last year, was killed
instantlywhenacold-fusion-typecellexploded inhis face
atSRI International, a research laboratory in Menlo Park,
California. ... 'Hewas a fantastic guy to work with, avery
energetic, dynamicperson', said Dr. Sivar Guruswamy,a
U. professor [Materials Science] who worked with Dr.
Riley." . . . "Charles Fasso, Menlo Park FireDepartment,
said all cold fusion work at SRI has been suspended
pending an investigation. Despite the death and injuries,
little damage resulted, Mr. Fasso said."

[Dr. Riley worked at the National Cold Fusion Institute
and in theMaterials ScienceDepartmentat theU.ofUtah.
Hewas abright, dedicated young scientist and we extend
our sympathy to his loved ones. Ed.]

Brent W. Larkin (Dir. of Editorial Page), "Son of cold
fusion," The Plain Dealer (Cleveland).

SelectedQuotes: "Researchers inEnglandrecentlycoaxed
two seconds of power outof ... huge donut shaped lab.
Thescientists fed in 15millionwatts orenergy toyield1.7
million watts ... But the success highlights the ignominy
that today dogs cold fusion research. Experiments
involvingmetal rodsin jars ofwater continue to show
intriguing flashes of excess energy and nuclear
products like neutrons, tritium, helium, charged
particles and even low-energy x-rays. Yet they
remain roundlyandunjustifiably ridiculed. U.S.Secretary
of Energy James Watkins called cold fusion 'bad science'
in May."

[Two days after receiving this editorial, an experiment in
McKubre's lab at SRI International blew up showing an
unexpected 'flashofexcessenergy' andkilling33-year-old
Dr.AndrewRiley. Acombinationofa tragicaccident and
evidence that nuclear reactions can occur in cold fusion.
Following are more reports of this tragedy. Ed.]

Staff, "Explosion in LabKillsCold-Fusion Scientist,"The
New York Times, Jan 4, 1992, p 6.

"Capt. Jim Lichtenstein of the Menlo Park Fire
Department said that the surviving scientists told
investigators that anautomaticpressure-releasevalvewas
notfunctioning properly ona canister beingused in an
experiment and that the explosion occurred when one of
them [Dr. Andrew Riley] tried to release the pressure
manually."

S.L. Wykes (Staff Writer), "Cold fusion-related
experimentexplodes in Menlo Park lab,"Mercury News
(San Jose), Jan 3, 1992.

Selectedquotes: "Theexperimenthad involvedfivehigh-
pressurecylinderscontainingvolatilegases, including the
one that exploded and a second one that bomb squad
personnel fromthe fire district and theSan MateoCounty
Sheriff's Department were able to depressurize. The
remaining threecylinders were removed fromthe lab and
temporarily buried at SRI. Those three were to be
disposedof today,MenloParkFireDistrictofficials said."
The injured persons were Dr. Michael McKubre, Dr.
Stuart Smedley, and Dr. Steven Crouch-Baker.

Staff, "Explosion in LabKillsCold-Fusion Scientist,"The
New York Times, Jan 4, 1992, p 6.

"Capt. Jim Lichtenstein of the Menlo Park Fire
Department said that the surviving scientists told
investigators that anautomaticpressure-releasevalvewas
not functioningproperly on a canister beingused in an
experiment and that the explosion occurred when one of
them [Dr. Andrew Riley] tried to release the pressure
manually."
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OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION UNDER WAY.

Fusion Factscontacted Dick Clayse in Public Relations
at EPRI. He has promised to send us any released
information that stemsfromtheongoing investigation into
this tragic accident. Several agencies are involved in the
investigation. The investigation may take weeks rather
than days was Dick Clayse's opinion. If you are a
researcher in cold fusion, please carefully read the
safety article on page 4 which was prepared by an
experienced industrial engineer. See also Dr.
Bush's article pg 19.

INDIANA - H SOLUBILITY HYSTERESIS

Y.E. Kim (Dept. Phys., Purdue Univ., Indiana,USA),
"Time-delayed apparent excess heat generation in
electrolysis fusion experiments," Mod. Phys. Lett. A,
1991, No 6(2), pp 1053-1060, in English.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

In manyrecent electrolysis fusion experiments, excess
heat, T and neutron production were reported as
intermittentbursts. Theseburstphenomenaaredescribed
in terms of a surface reaction mechanism involving
hysteresis of D solubility in Pd as a function of the metal
temperature. Excess heat generation is attributable toa
hitherto neglected time-delayed chemical process due to
the solubility hysteresis ofD in Pd. Negative results of no
excess heat generation from light-water electrolysis
experiments is attributed to the fact that the solubility
hysteresis of H occurs at a higher temperature range than
does that for D. Apparent excess heat generation is
expected to be also observable in blank electrolysis
experiments with light water at higher pressures.

MARYLAND - INCREASING D-LOADING

Han S. Uhm, and W.M. Lee (Naval Surface Warfare
CenterWhiteOak,SilverSpring), "HighConcentrationOf
DeuteriumIn Palladium," Fusion Technology, Vol 21,
No 1, pp 75-81, 4 figs, 13 refs.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Basedon theoreticalcalculations,newschemes to increase
thedeuteriumdensity inpalladiumover its initial valueare
presented. A high deuterium concentration in palladium
isneeded forapplication to solid-state fusion. The first
deuterium enrichment scheme makes use of plasma ion
implantation,whichconsistsofacylindricalpalladiumrod
(target) preloaded with deuterium atoms, coated with
diffusion barrier material, and immersed in a deuterium
plasma. The palladium rod is connected to a high-power
modulator, which provides a series of negative

voltage pulses. During these negative pulses, deuterium
ions fall on the target, penetrate the diffusion barrier, and
are implanted inside thepalladium. For reasonable system
parametersallowed bycurrent technology, theoretical
calculations indicate that the saturation deuteriumdensity
after prolonged ion implantation can be several times the
palladium atomic number density.

The second deuterium enrichment scheme makes use of
temperaturegradient effectson thedeuteriumsolubility in
palladium. Aheatsourceat temperatureT2 andaheat sink
at temperature T1 (were T2 >T1) are incontact with two
different parts of a palladiumsample, which has been
presoakedwithdeuteriumatomsandhas beencoatedwith
diffusion barrier materialor has been securely locked ina
metal case. The temperature gradient created in the
sample from such an arrangement forces the deuterium
atomsin the hot region to migrate into the cold region,
resulting in higher deuterium density in the cold region.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

The authors make the following comment in their
introductory remarks, "Until now, no conclusive
verification of cold fusion has been achieved." It would
require thedefinition of"conclusiveverification,"butone
would expect that Miles work at the Naval Weapons
Center in ChinaLakewouldqualify asconclusive, at least
for the presence of the byproducts of nuclear reactions.

MASSACHUSETTS - FLEISCHMANN AT MIT
Courtesy of Jed Rothwell

DavidL.Chandler, "Britishscientistdefendscold fusion,"
The Boston Globe, Dec 19, 1991.

Jerry E. Bishop, "Two Chemists Hope to Disclose in '92
DetailsonColdFusion Experiment,"December19,1991.

Dr. MartinFleischmann was invited to speak at a MIT
seminar. He reported that he and Pons are getting large
amountsofexcessenergyoutof their currentexperiments,
which according to other sources are based on the use of
palladium-silveralloys. Fleischmann'spresentation failed
to convince his skeptics at MIT. The Globe reported,
"The questions were often harsh and heated..." When
Fleischmann reported that cold fusion can now be made
reproducibleand reliable,critics argued that he did not
present enough evidence. The Globe quoted Louis
Smullin (MIT professor of electrical engineeringwho
invitedFleischmann)assaying, "I'mconvinced that there's
a realphenomenon tobeexplained." Dr.Phillip Morrison
found Fleischmann's talk to be "obfuscating." Richard
PetrassocalledFleischmann's talk"veryweak" reports the
Globe. Some critics attack cold fusion because it doesn't
conform to known physical theory. Dr. Smullin
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isquotedassaying, "whenaguynamedPrometheuscame
up with a thing called fire, he had no theoretical basis
either." This editor suspects that if MIT were not being
funded to the tune of millions of dollars a year for hot
fusion,RichardPetrassoandothersatMITwould,bynow,
havebecome world leaders in the development of cold
fusion.

TEXAS A&M - CHEMISTS DIFFER
Courtesy of Marge Hecht

John O'M Bockris (Prof of Chem), "How Physicists and
Chemists Differ" 21st Century Science & Technology,
Vol 4, No 4, Winter 1991, pp 65-66.

AUTHOR'S INTRODUCTION

Physicists and chemists think very differently! Most
physicists seem much more bound to the dogma of the
time than chemists. If one propounds new facts to
physicists, theyseemto take theattitude that these facts do
not fit thecurrent theory (which,mystifyingly, theyregard
as "the truth"), and that therefore they don't exist ("phony
measurement"). There is now a string of solid state
phenomena (hot superconductivity, the relation of
structure to electronic conduction in organiccompounds,
and cold fusion) that we do not understand at all. This
seems tomean that there is somethingbasicmissing inour
understanding of phenomena in the solid state.
Unfortunately,physicistsdon't seemtobeable to look this
in the face and think anew. It seems obvious that the
modelview of most things evolves and transforms every
few decades. But each generation of physicists seems to
believe his particular time has final truth.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

Someof thecold fusion researchers are physicists who
have not followed the lead ofofficers of the American
PhysicalSociety indecryingcold fusion. Thesephysicists
may notappreciate being tarred with the same brush that
Bockris (with tongue in cheek) wields against the
Petrasso-like physicists who flail against cold fusion.
Bockris relates how, as agraduate student at the Imperial
College,hewonderedhowmanyof thepublished theories
published before 1900 had survived for 45 years. I have
a college physics text that is over 100 years old that states
that house flies are beneficialbecause you canobserve
them landing on everything and eating dirt. By contrast,
this same text has a section on the physics of a "coal-oil"
lamp that is very useful to this day (for the rare timewhen
we need to fire up our kerosene lamp during power
outages.) Dr. Bockris relates in this article recent
successes in producing tritium from cold fusion cells.

In addition, an important few paragraphs on "A New
Theory for Cold Fusion" has the following important
comment: "Now, inLandauandLifshitz's famousbookon
physics[Course of Theoretical Physics, Elmsford, N.Y.,
Pergamon, several editions] there is a chapter on the
properties of matter at very high pressures. These
authors calculate the situation of a plasma at 1017

bar and find that then the particles lose their
charges. It is at once obvious then, that the difficulty of
penetrating the Coulomb barrier is all finished -- fusion
would occur at once and yield helium-3 and tritium."
Bockrispoints out that electrochemists have talked for
decadesofenormousfugacitiesofhydrogenbeing locked
up in voids inside metals -- higher than 1017 bar. In view
of Mills' work, Bush's theory, and the Bush-Eagleton
experiments (see lead articles this issue), it seems
increasingly evident that the cold fusion phenomena is
more complex and varied than just a d-d reaction.
Fleischmann and Pons were most precise when they
suggested in their first cold fusion article, "... energy
release is due to an hitherto unknown nuclear process or
processes (presumably again due to deuterons)." It is
stronglyevident that d-d reactions occur in metals and
there also appears to be a type of nuclear catalysis
involved in cold fusion and in the Mill's effect (chemical
catalysis and collapsed hydrogen).

UTAH - MISSING NCFI REPORTS

[An error on the part of the printer of the Volume II
Engineering of the Final Report of the NCFI caused the
loss of 100 pages of reports. That error has been
corrected. The following are summaries of thosemissing
papers. Copies of the NCFI Final Report are available
from National Technical Information Service, U.S.
Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield,Virginia,22161,phone (703)487-4650.Ed.]

A.M. Riley [deceased], J.D.Seader,D.W.Pershing,D.C.
Linton,& S. Shimizu, "Measurement of Absorption of
Deuteriumin Palladium DuringElectrolysis of Heavy
Water," Investigation of Cold Fusion Phenomena in
DeuteratedMetals, FinalReport, Vol II - Engineering,
NCFI, Univ of Utah, June 1991, pp 2-123 to 2-193, 33
Figs, 47 refs, 4 appendices.

AUTHORS' SUMMARY

Ever since the announcementof cold fusion by Pons and
Fleischmann, it has been claimed that an atomic loading
ratio ofD/Pd in the palladium cathodeof greater than one
is necessary. Becauseofour success indeveloping closed
cells with internal recombination, it was possible to
develop a volumetric technique for making the loading
measurement during and withoutdisturbing electrolysis.
Applicationof the techniques is even possible duringa
calorimetric experiment. At the beginning of an
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experiment, the water level in a primary buret connected
to the headspace of the cell, is lowered so that it has an
empty volume of 50 ml. A vacuum pump is used to
evacuate the air from the cell and the buret. After
attaining a vacuum of 27 inches of Hg, deuterium gas is
admitted to thecell and theburet at atmosphericpressure.
This procedure of evacuation followed by filling is
repeated a second time to ensure that experiment is then
initiated byswitching on the flow ofelectrical current.
Initially,mostof thedeuteriumproducedbyelectrolysisat
the cathode is absorbed by the palladium cathode. Thus,
oxygen produced at the anode reacts with the deuterium
gas previously charged to the cell. Therefore, with time
the amount of gas in the buret decreases. As the
experimentproceeds, this volumedecrease in theburet is
periodically measured. Immediately prior to the
measurement, the pressure in the cell is equilibrated with
the atmosphere. During the experiment, atmospheric
pressureand theair temperature in thevicinityof theburet
are constantly measured. Cell current and voltage are
recordedevery timeaburetvolumemeasurement ismade.
The system is regularly tested for leaks by movingthe
second adjustable buret and pressurizing the cell. By
initiallybackfilling the gas space with deuterium gas, a
suggestion made by Professor Cheves Walling of the
ChemistryDepartment, anaccuracyofbetter than5% has
been achieved. Atotalof 62 experiments were run under
this procedure covering a wide range of variables,
including: Pd-cathode diameter, source, and surface
treatment; electrolyte composition (acid and base); and
current density (4 to 300 mA/cm2). Except for 12
experiments, theatomic loading ratio of D/Pd was below
1.0, and typically in the rangeof 0.65 to 0.85. Thesteady-
state loading ratio did not vary systematically with any of
the variables, but the rate of loading did depend upon the
current densityup to a threshold value. In those cases
where the ratio exceed one, other tests at the same or
similar conditions gave ratios below one. Thus, it is not
knownwhysomeratios attainedorexceededone. Within
experimental error, no increase in tritium level above
background was observed in any of the loading
experiments. [Contrary to work accomplished before the
closing of NCFI where tritium was obtained in nearly all
of the final experiments. Ed.]

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

1. A simple and reasonably accurate volumetric method
hasbeendevised for following theabsorptionofdeuterium
by palladium during the electrolysis of heavy-water
electrolytes.

2. The initial rate of absorption of deuterium depends
upon the current density, up to a threshold value. Below
the threshold, the rate of absorption, following an
incubation period, is an appreciable percentage of the
production rate computed by Faraday's Law. Above the

threshold value, the rate of absorption may be controlled
by diffusion.

3. The rate of absorption of deuterium also appears to be
influenced to somedegree by the pH and temperature.
The rate is slower in strong-acid electrolyte and at lower
temperatures.

4. At current densities above the threshold value, the
calculated diffusivity for deuterium in palladium agrees
reasonably well with literature values.

5. The saturation or equilibrium atomic loading ratio,
D/Pd, is generally in the rangeof0.65 to 0.85. The lowest
levels occurin strong acid solutions andwith annealed
electrodes.

6. In most cases, prolonged electrolysis does not cause
further increases in loading ratio. However, in a few
cases, loading ratios of approximately 1.0 have been
achieved, but the reasons for this are obscure.

A.M.Riley [deceased],J.D. Seader, D.W. Pershing, J.
Cook, "Heat Conduction Calorimeters forElectrolysis of
Heavy WateratLowPower Input," Investigation of Cold
Fusion Phenomena in Deuterated Metals, Final Report,
Vol II - Engineering, NCFI, Univ of Utah, June 1991, pp
2-194 to 2-223, 7 Figs, 5 refs, 4 tables.

AUTHORS' SUMMARY

The use of heat-conduction calorimeters, which utilizea
thermo-electricdevice to monitorthe heat output,was
studied for the electrolysis of heavy water with a
palladium cathode at relatively low power inputs of less
than two watts. Experiments were run with both a paired
calorimeter arrangementdesigned by HartScientific and
singly operated calorimeters. Calibrations of the
calorimeters, madewith both light-waterelectrolysis and
internal resistance heaters, were in excellent agreement
andwere linear and almost independent of temperature
over a 20 C temperature range. Results of computerized
experiments gave energy balances in the rangeof 97% to
100%, with somewhat better agreement being obtained
with paired cell, which could better account for
fluctuations in the environment. In a31-day experiment,
anomalousexcess heatofup to 10% was observed during
an event that lasted about 100 minutes. However, this
event was notaccompanied byanyexcess tritium over
background. Heat conduction calorimeters appear to be
excellentdevices forpower input levels up to a fewwatts.

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrated that it is possible to build
relatively inexpensive (approximately $150) heat-
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conduction calorimeters that have all the attributes
necessary to provide accurate data. These devices have
exceptional long-term stability and possess the required
accuracy (1 mW) at relatively low levels of heat input
(<2Watts). The time response is reasonable with
equilibrium beingreached in 2hours. With theexception
ofonesmall episode, experiments with thesecalorimeters
failed to show excess heat within the resolutionof the
calorimeters for run durations of up to 36 days. As with
all of the other calorimeters studied to date, the major
limitation is lack of control of electrolyte temperature.

A.M.Riley [deceased], J.D.Seader, D.W. Pershing, J.
Cook, "Development of an Improved Heat-Flow
Calorimeter," InvestigationofColdFusionPhenomenain
Deuterated Metals,Final Report,Vol II - Engineering,
NCFI,UnivofUtah,June1991,pp2-224 to2-238,5Figs,
3 refs.

AUTHORS' SUMMARY

Animprovedheat-flowcalorimeter forcold fusionstudies
was developed and calibrated with a resistance heater for
two different electrolyte levels. Heatgenerated in thecell
is caused to flow through an inner aluminum sleeve that
surrounds thecell, through insulation, and then to anouter
aluminum block that is immersed in a water bath. By
measuringtemperatures in thealuminumsleeveandblock
with thermistors, the rate of heat flow can be determined
as the product of the temperature difference between the
sleeve andthe block anda cell constant determined by
calibration. The cell constant was found to be almost
independentof theelectrolyte level. Further experiments
under heavy-water electrolysis and with internal
recombination are needed, together with a computer
model, to determine if the dynamic response of the
calorimeter is adequate to permit detection of small
amounts of anomalous excess heat.

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

The techniques of using a thermal conducting inner
aluminum sleeve to integrate the power output of a
calorimeter is promising. The cell constant is stable (less
than a 2% deviation) over the power range tested (0-6
watts) and extremely linear with power input (variation
less than 0.1%). Liquid level in the cell does significantly
affect the temperaturedistribution in the inner aluminum
sleeve and, hence, the individually measured cell
constants. However, the average cell constant does not
change by more than 0.5%. The use of a thermally
conducting sleeve is a simple and relatively inexpensive
method for producing calorimetric data free of the
criticisms leveledat theoriginal typeofcalorimeters used
by Fleischmann et al. (1989, 1990). However, more
experiments need tobecarriedout toassess themagnitude
of temperature

distributions within the sleeve and the block and to
compare these measurementswith a computer model.
Further experiments should use the Joule heating of an
openelectrolysisexperimentsas theheat source. Aclosed
cell should thenbe tested. This isadifferent situation than
that considered in the study reported here because there
would then be two heat sources within thecell, one in the
electrolyteand oneat the recombination catalyst in the
headspace of the cell. In addition, the catalyst is not well
thermally coupled to the glass walls of the cell. This
should lower the timeresponseandpossiblyaffect thecell
constantbycreating a fluctuating heat path to the inner
sleeve.

A.M. Riley [deceased], J.D. Seader, D.W. Pershing, T.
Williams,&D.C.Linton, "DeterminationofCriticalCold
Fusion Parametersby Measuring Excess Tritium From
Small-Cell Electrolysis Experiments," Investigation of
Cold Fusion Phenomena in Deuterated Metals, Final
Report, Vol II - Engineering, NCFI, Univ of Utah, June
1991, pp 2-239 to 2-245, 1 Figs, 2 refs, 1 table.

AUTHORS' SUMMARY

The effect of current density, bath temperature, and
palladium cathode surface treatmenton the production of
tritiumwasstudied for30experiments insmallelectrolytic
cells. Each cell contained 20 ml of 0.1 M LiOD.
Experiment durations averaged one month. In no
experiment was any excess tritium, above background,
observed.

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

Until a technique is used to simultaneously measure the
degreeof loadingof deuterium into palladium, it is not
possible to assess how successful some of the 30
experiments were in achieving high loading ratios. Such
atechniques has recently been developed by Riley et al.
(1990) andcould be implementedon small cells of the
typeused in this study. However, it can beconcluded that
a simple application of known techniques for increasing
theactivity of thepalladium anddeuteriumuptakearenot
sufficient to create conditions required for observing the
phenomenon of cold fusion.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

Althoughmanyof theengineeringreports fromNCFIwere
negative (with respect to the measurement of nuclear
byproducts), much good work was accomplished before
the funds allocated to engineering were exhausted.
ExperimentsunderDr.FritzWill'sdirectionjustbefore the
closingof theNCFI resulted in tritiumbeingproducedand
measured in each of several final experiments.
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A.M.Riley [deceased],J.D. Seader, & D.W. Pershing,
"Search forNeutronEmissionfromDeuteratedPalladium
at Low Temperatures," Investigation of Cold Fusion
Phenomena in Deuterated Metals, Final Report, Vol II -
Engineering,NCFI,Univof Utah, June1991,pp 2-246 to
2-250, 7 refs.

AUTHORS' SUMMARY

A preliminary electrolysis experiment at -77 C was
conducted for a 12-hour period in an attempt to detect
production of neutrons. The electrolyte was 10%D2SO4
in absolute ethanol with a deuterated OD group. The
cathode was 1-mm diameter palladium wire, 3 cm. long,
and the anode was platinum-coated niobium gauze. No
neutrons above background were observed using aGeLi
detector, which detects gammas from neutron capture by
light water.

UTAH & CHINA - PROPOSAL

Zhong Qun Tian (U. of Utah, Nat'l Cold Fusion Inst. and
TheStateKeyLaboratory forPhysicalChem.of theSolid
Surface, Xiamen, People's Republic of China), "A
Proposal For ACold Fusion Study In The Ti/D System,"
Fusion Technology, Vol 21, No 1, pp 92-94, 27 refs.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

To enhance the cold fusion process in the Ti/D system,a
special experimentalprocedure is proposed that includes
electrolysis in nonaqueous solutions at low temperature
(about -70 C), surface pretreatment by depositing nickel
film on titanium electrodes, and a unique triggering
method based on passing current axially through the
electrode wire.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

In view of the dramatic results in using nickel cathodes
(Mills and Bush& Eagleton), this idea for Ni-plated Ti
electrode should be tried. The author states that the
hydrogen diffusion rate in hydrides of Ti increases byone
orderofmagnitudeafter thecarefulpretreatmentof theTi
sample. Someexperimentalworkthathasbeenmentioned
verbally but has yet to be published has shown some
improved effects by current pulsing. The author's
suggestion for a "unique triggering method" deservesa
trial. Work reported in the Santa Fe "poster session," but
notpublished, showedsomeunusual results from running
current axially through a deuterium-loaded Pd wire.
CAUTION: Use suitable safety precautions for
this type of experiment especially if you use large,
short current pulses!

UTAH & ITALY - SUPERRADIANCE

G. Preparata (National Cold Fusion Inst.,Salt Lake City,
Utah, U. of Milano), "A new look at solid-state fractures,
particle emission and cold nuclear fusion," Nuovo
Cimento Soc. Ital. Fis., A,1991,No 104A(8), pp 1259-
1263, in English.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

The well-known phenomenon of high-energy particle
emissions from newly created fractures in solid materials
hasa natural explanation in terms of the pondermotive
forces exerted by the coherent electromagnetic fields
associated with the superradiant motions of the charged
plasmas of solids. The possible role of these fields in
producing theneutron bursts, thatwere recentlyobserved
concomitantly with crack formation in Ti-deuterides, is
briefly discussed.

WASHINGTON D.C. - A PETITION

Staff, "Petition Calls for CongressionalHearings on Cold
Fusion,"21st Century Science & Technology, Vol 4, No
4, Winter 1991, pg 66.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

TheColdFusionResearchAdvocateswithaddressat2060
Peachtree Industrial Court, Suite 312-F, Chamblee, GA
30341, is led byJed Rothwell (a computer expert who
speaks, writes, and translates Japanese) and Dr. Eugene
Mallove (author ofFireFromIce). These twocold fusion
advocates are theself-appointed leaders of apetition drive
which is successfullygatheringseveralhundred petitions
that request theHouseCommitteeonScience,Space, and
Technology to hold intensive hearings oncold fusion.
Their effort has resulted in severalmediaeditorials, news
reports, and a letter of support from U.S. Congressman
Dick Swett (New Hampshire). When the history of cold
fusion is written (and probably by Mallove), the record
should emphasize the role that self-appointed leaders
played on both sides.

WASHINGTON D.C. - DoE REVIEW
From Chem Abstracts, Dec 16, 1991

RyszardGajewski (DoE, Washington D.C.),"Nuclear
Fusion: hope or illusion?"Postepy Fiz.1991,vol 42, No
1, pp 85-95, no refs, in Polish.

ABSTRACT

Recent investigations on the problemof obtainingenergy
by nuclear fusion are reviewed in a rather popular way.
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Magnetic and inertial confinement fusion, as well as
muon-catalyzed and cold fusion, are discussed.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

Our readers will remember Gajewskias the DoE official
associated with funding Alternative Energy Projects.
When he announced that he had money in his budget to
use for funding good cold fusion projects,his budgetwas
slashed,hewas removedfrom his positionand transferred
elsewhere within DoE. It has been suspected that the
leadersof the "hot fusionists" were responsible for this
curtailment of support for cold fusion.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - FUNDING FUSION

Editorial Staff, "Another Giant Step for Mankind," 21st
Century Science & Technology, Vol 4, No 4, Winter
1991, pg 2.

This editorial properly supports funding for both hot and
cold fusion. The following quote illustrates a sincere
approach to thedevelopmentof fusion: "Some scientists
today counterpose thermonuclear to cold fusion. This is
pure foolishness, the pettiness of seeking advantage ina
budget-starvedsciencecommunity. Obviouslyweshould
be devoting major resources to the development of both
hot and cold fusion (although at present the costs of cold
fusion research are minimal in comparison with the
thermonuclear budget). From the point of view of basic
science, we wish to study fusion plasmas in vacuum
conditions (thermonuclear fusion) and fusion processes
that takeplacewithinmetals (cold fusion). As history has
shown, studying both simultaneously will immeasurably
increase our understanding of each process. . . . It is
difficult to predict what the spectrum of uses of fusion --
cold fusion and thermonuclear --will be in the future, but
even today the two programs can gain by being
productively integrated. Cold fusioncellsproduce tritium,
and theamountof this production will increaseas wegain
better control of the wholeprocess. Tritium from cold
fusion should cost as little as 1 percent of the cost of
tritium produced by present methods. . . . It is also
probable that research in cold fusion and any new
scientific and engineeringdiscoveries associatedwith this
research may lead to new ways of dealing with fusion
engineering problems, such as the materialsproblems
associated with neutron bombardment."

Fusion Facts applauds the above policy. Hot fusion is
tooexpensive tobe fundedbycorporationsand isproperly
being funded by aconsortium of nations. Theentry level
intocold fusion is notmore than $100,000and is expected
to bewidely funded by business entities. For example,
someof themostvigorouscold fusionresearch in theU.S.
has been funded by EPRI, Southern California

Edison, and private corporations such as Mills
Technologies and several energy companies who are
quietly advancing the development of cold fusion.

E. NEWS FROM ABROAD

BULGARIA - PALLADINIZED TANTALUM

Zh. Pancheva, G. Shterev (Bulgaria), "Thermodynamic
characteristics of the adsorption of hydrogen on
palladinized electrodes." Nauchni Tr. - Plovdivski
Univ., 1988, No 26(5,Khim.), pp 159-174, in Bulgarian.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The thermodynamiccharacteristicsof theadsorption(heat
andentropy)allowone tocharacterize theconditionof the
adsorbed H on the electrode surface. The total, free, and
found energy of the adsorption and entropy were
calculated. The effect of the coverage was studied. The
value of the entropy for palladinized tantalum is higher
than that for the other electrodes.

BULGARIA - Pd PLATING

Zh. Pancheva, G. Shterev (Bulgaria), "Effect of the
amountof thedeposited palladium ontheelectrocatalytic
activity of palladinized electrode," Nauchni Tr. -
Plovdivski Univ.,1988, No 26(5,Khim.), pp 175-183, in
Bulgarian.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The effect of the amount of the deposited Pd on the
sorption of H and on the electrocatalytic activity of a
palladinized electrode was studied. The electrocatalytic
activity, the sorption ability and the relative surfaceof the
palladinizedelectrodedependon theamountofdeposited
Pd. The electroredeposition of nitromethane proceeded
according to a H mechanism.

BULGARIA - Pd & TEMPERATURE

Zh. Pancheva, G. Shterev (Bulgaria), "Effect of
temperature on the adsorption of the hydrogen on
palladinizedgold electrode," Nauchni Tr. - Plovdivski
Univ., 1988, No 26(5,Khim.), pp 185-191, in Bulgarian.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The affect of temperature upon the adsorption by a
palladinized electrode at 25-60° was investigated. TheH
adsorption byPdwas describedby theFrumkin isotherm.
Thedifferentialheatofadsorptionand thebondingenergy
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of H with the electrode surface were calculated. The
values of both quantities depend on the degree of
coverage.

BULGARIA - Pd PLATED ON Pt

E.Khorozova,R.Semkova,G.Shterev (Bulgaria), "Effect
of the carrier on the electrocatalytic activity of palladium
alloys," Nauchni Tr. - Plovdivski Univ., 1988, No
26(5,Khim.), pp 193-207, in Bulgarian.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

A comparative study was made of the adsorptive and
catalytic properties of electrolytic Pd alloys with Pb and
Cu,depositedon Pt andTi carriers. The H2 adsorption
andelectrooxidationofHCHO,HCOOH,andthecathodic
evolutionofHin1NH2SO4 wereexamined. Theelements
of Pb and Cu, when added to Pd during its deposition on
Pt, caused a 3-4 fold increase of its adsorption, whileona
Ti carrier the same elements caused a decrease in Pd
adsorption. The energy spectrum of H adsorption on the
examinedelectrodesalloyed withCuandPbalsodepends
on the carrier.

CHINA - CR-39 TRACK DETECTOR
Courtesy of Professor Xing Zhong Li

ShiC.Wang& TieS.Kang (InstofHighEnergy Physics,
Beijing), Ke L. Wang, Shi Y. Dong, Yu Y. Feng, Da W.
Mo, & Xing Z. Li (Tsinghua Univ., Beijing),
"Identification of the Energetic Charged Particle in Gas-
LoadingExperimentof 'ColdFusion'UsingCR-39Plastic
Track Detector, Presented at the 2ACCF, June 30-July 4,
1991, Como, Italy, 5 pgs, 2 Figs, 7 refs.

AUTHORS' INTRODUCTION

Sinceobservation of "cold fusion"was claimed in1989,a
greatnumberofexperiments havebeendoneforverifying
these claims. Most of laboratories were not able to
reproduce the observations and among the results of
experiments thereareobvious inconsistencies. Ithasbeen
realized thateven if the"cold fusion"happened, its signals
would be quite weak. Thus for sake of confirming the
presence of "cold fusion," it is desirable to use detection
techniques which have high collecting power, low
background and can stably work for a long time. CR-39
plastic track detector is able to work in passive and time-
integrated modes and hasa numberof unique merits in
comparison with electronic detectors. In gas-loading
experiments, if a piece of CR-39 film is clamped on the
surface of a metal foil of Pd or Ti, charged particles
emittedbydeuteratedmetal canbecollectedby theCR-39
foil with 2 pi solid angle. The information on charge,

energy location and direction of theemitted particles can
be determined form track parameters.

In the present work, CR-39 plastic films (Track Analysis
SystemsInc.,Bristol,UnitedKingdom)havebeenusedfor
searchingfor charged particles from deuterized Pd andTi
foils. The effects of high pressure D2 gas and low
temperatureon responseof CR-39 have beenstudiedand
background levels of charged particles from several
sources have been estimated. A procedure for
identification of nuclear charge of particles has been
developed and preliminary result ofcharge identification
was given.

AUTHORS' DISCUSSION

Thecalibration [ofCR-39] using pre-andpost-irradiation
treatments of gas-loading experiments mimics the actual
experimental condition only to some extent. In fact, the
effect of environment takes place just during irradiation.
So, in order to identify charge Z more accurately, the
response of CR-39 should be calibrated using alpha-
particle irradiationunder theconditionofhigh-pressureD2
gasand temperaturecycle. Sinceacontaminationofalpha
particles occurs not very seldom, more experiments are
under way to obtain more replicable results.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

The pictures that were shown at the Como 2ACCF of
exposed CR-39 were impressive. This paper essentially
cites thedetails of calibration of the CR-39. This method
for recording charged particles is ingenious and
inexpensive. Weunderstand that theCR-39canbesealed
andused in electrochemical experiments. We wish to
thankProfessor Li for sharing this paper with us. This
paper should be in theComo Proceedings. SeeSectionH
for ordering address.

CHINA - THEORY

Wan-Xiang Zhang (Beijing Institute of Applied Physics
and Computational Mathematics), "Possibility of Phase
Transitions InducingColdFusionInPalladium/Deuterium
Systems," Fusion Technology,Vol 21, No 1, pp 82-85,
2 tables, 14 refs.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Atentative theory is presented inwhich beta-phasePdDX
containingsupersaturated deuterium transits into beta-
phase PdDXcontaining less deuterium and alpha-phase
PdDX. Highpressure (approx10GPa)deuteriumbubbles
format the same time. As the bubbles release energy,
cracks are created in the PdDX crystal, and charge
separation of deuterium occurs. Thus would cold fusion
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be induced. This proposal supports the fracture
mechanism for cold fusion.

[See the review of Bockris' article in 21st Century
Science and Technology on page 8 for another theory
idea. Ed.]

CHINA - EARLY CALORIMETRY

Xuwu An, Haike Yan, Buxing Han, Dajun Guo, Deyin
Xie, Qihe Zhu, Riheng Hu (Inst. Chem., Acad. Sin.,
Beijing), "Calorimetric investigationofelectrochemically
inducednuclear fusionofdeuterium,"Thermochim.Acta,
1991, No 183, pp 107-115, in English.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Two calorimeters electrically connected in series, one for
heavy water and the other for ordinary water for
comparison,wereused in the investigationof their excess
heating rates. Theproductionofn, gamma-rays,TandHe
wasnot investigated. Cathodes for the2calorimeterswere
made from Pd rods 5.9mm in diam. and47 mm in length.
They were treated in molten NaOH at 600° for 1 h to
activate their surfaces. Pt gauze (0.5 mm eire) anodes
wereused inbothcalorimeters. Forelectrolysis, a current
of 0.600 A was first maintained for 96 h and was then
increased to0.800 A, 1.000 A, and 1.300 Afor additional
periods of 13 h, 16.5 h and 21 h, respectively. A separate
measurementwithacurrentof1.300Awithoutstirringfor
72h was alsomade. No evidence of nuclear fusion of d
was found in this investigation, which was carried out
from 14 Apr. to 16 May, 1989.

CHINA - THEORY

Shangxian Jin, Yibing Ding, Baiiu Wu, Yongzhen Biu,
Decheng Yao (Grad. Sch., Acad. Sin., Beijing), "The
possibilities of electrochemically induced nuclear fusion
of deuterium," Sci. China, Ser A, 1991, No 34(6), pp
697-707, in English.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Thepossiblemechanismsofd-d fusionduringelectrolytic
infusion of d into Pd electrodeare studiedand a rough
estimation of the fusion rate is made. The d in the Pd
lattice forma strong coupled plasma in which there isa
strongscreeningeffect inducedby thecorrelationbetween
ions. This effect increases greatly the nuclear fusion rate.
Thed-dfusion rate in the equilibrium dsystem at normal
temperatureandatmosphericpressurewillnever reach the
level that can be measured experimentally. The possible
results ofd-d fusion in some experiments may be caused
bysomenonequilibriumprocesses inwhichrelativelyhigh

energy of d and/or high density region are locally
produced.

DENMARK - Ni-H CHAINS
Courtesy of Dr. Samuel Faile

L.P. Nielsen, F. Besenbacher, E. Laegsgaard, & I.
Stensgaard (Inst. of Physics, U. of Aarhus), "Nucleation
andgrowth ofa H-induced reconstruction of Ni(110),"
Physical Review B, Vol 44, No 23, Dec 15, 1991, pp
13156-59, 3 figs, 20 refs.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Thedynamics of thehydrogen-induced reconstruction of
Ni(110)at roomtemperaturehasbeenstudiedbyscanning
tunneling microscopy. Thenucleation and growth of the
"streaky" (1 x 2) H phase reveal that the reconstruction is
very local in nature and evolves as acombined added and
missing-row model with -Ni-H- chains growing
preferentiallyalongthe (110) direction. The hydrogen
chemisorption inducesasubstantialmass transport,which
explains why the restructuring is an activated process.

AUTHORS' INTRODUCTION

It is well known that for adsorbates that interact strongly
with the substrate, such as oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen,
thechemisorption is often accompaniedbya restructuring
of the surface, which completely changes the bonding at
the surface and creates new ordered structures with a
significantly altered atomic density in the topmost layers.
For an adsorbate such as hydrogen for which the
interactionwith themetal is soweak that itdesorbsaround
roomtemperature (RT), theenergycost tobreakanearest-
neighbor metal bond is higher than the energy gained by
chemisorptionofhydrogenonarestructuredrather thanon
avirgin metal surface. Thus hydrogen will often either
chemisorb in lattice-gasstructureson theundistortedmetal
surface or induce a reconstruction for which the energy
cost in breaking the metal bonds is shared in a collective
fashion between a sizable fraction of a monolayer of
hydrogen adsorbates. The latter scheme often results in
reconstructions with no long-range mass transport as for
the row-pairingmodel. However, in the present Rapid
Communication it is shown unequivocally that hydrogen
adsorption indeed does induce a reconstruction of the
Ni(110) surfacewheremetalatomsaremovedaroundover
several unit cells. ... There has been a long-standing
controversy concerning the structure of this ST(1 x 2)
phase, and the driving force for its formation is still under
vigorous dispute although the structure has been studied
since theearly days of modern surfacescience. We show
unequivocally that the reconstruction evolves as a
combinedadded- andmissing-rowmodel in which added
rows of -Ni-H- atoms grow
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preferentially along the (110) direction, i.e., a long-range
mass transport is directly observed. Furthermore, the
results reveal unambiguously that the reconstruction is of
a very localnature. ... Based on the present results for the
H/Ni chemisorption system,a simple coherent picture
evolveswhich is felt to be of general importance fora
detailed understanding of the interaction between
chemisorbed atoms and metal surface.

AUTHORS' CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have unambiguously shown the
hydrogen-inducedrestructuringof theNi(110)surface into
the streaky (1 x 2) phase proceeds by a combined added-
andmissing-row growth with a substantial long-range
mass transport. This directly explains why the
transformation to thestreakyphase is anactivatedprocess.

EDITOR'S COMMENT

ThisparticularRapidCommunication(received12August
1991) has been published in the same month (Dec.) that
Fusion Factshad the privilege of telling its readers about
the new Bush findings using light water and a nickel
cathode. Dr. Bush's attention was immediately called to
this paper because of its possible importance in the
understandingof the catalysisof nuclear reactions that
may be occuring at the light-water alkali-carbonate
electrolyte/Ni surface. It is also interesting tonote that the
material scientistshave been vigorously disputing this
topic for many years. The authors relate theuse of a fully
automatedscanning tunnelingmicroscopewhichcan take
and store images and then play them back in the form of
"motion pictures." We submit that this approach may be
applicable to thediscovery ofwhat is goingon thesurface
of an active Ni or Pd metal for cold fusion. In addition, it
is wellknownthatwedo notasyet fullyunderstand either
theproductionofNicatalysts nor theuseofNicatalysts in
thesupportofchemical reactions. Whena light-watercell
usingaNicathode isproducing1,000wattsofenergywith
a out/in energy ratio of 3 to 5, it is time to recognize that
electrochemical power cells are real, that
commercialization is pending, and that it is time to
augmentour research efforts withmore inter-disciplinary
exchanges. On behalf of its readers,Fusion Factshighly
compliments Dr. Faile for bringing this type of article to
ourattention. In addition, our sincere compliments to the
authors for their enlightening experimental work.

ITALY - TRITIUM & NEUTRONS

D. Gozzi, Cignini, and M. Tomellini (Universita "La
Sapienza"DipartimentodiChimica,Roma),S.Fullani,F.
Garibaldi, F. Ghio, M. Jodice and G.M. Urciuoli (Istituto
SuperiorediSanitaandSezioneINFN-SanitaLaboratorio

diFisica, Roma), "Neutron and Tritium Evidence In The
Electrolytic Reduction Of Deuterium on Palladium
Electrodes,"Fusion Technology, Vol 21, No 1, pp 60-
74, 20 figs, 19 ref.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

AFleischmannandPons typeexperimentwascarried out
for approx three months in a ten-cell electrochemical
system. All the cells were connected in series, and
electrolysis was performed in galvanostatic mode at a
maximumcurrentof2.5A,corresponding on theaverage
to 500 mA/cm2. In this experiment, all cathodes were
madeofpalladium,andtheanodesweremadeofplatinum.
In nine cells out of ten, the cathodes were shaped into
parallelepipeds (25x5 x5mm3)byhigh-vacuumsintering
according toapreviouslyreportedprocedure. Thestarting
material forall theseelectrodes was palladium sponge
powder. The tenth cathodewas madeof32 short0.5 mm
diameterpalladiumwires, gold welded together at one
end. A similar concentration of screw dislocations was
produced in each wire. Threedifferentgroups of sintered
cathodes were used in the experiment, corresponding to
three different sintering procedures. Nine cells contained
0.2 M LiOD in D2O as electrolyte. The tenth cell,
containingasinteredcathode,was in0.2MLiODinH2O.
Measurements of neutrons, tritium in the solution and in
recombinedgases,gammarays, andelectrode temperature
werecarried out. When the current density reached the
highest values, a marked increase of the neutron detector
count ratewith respect to thebackground level (2count/h)
was observed. The emissions occurred in bursts. This
behavior was observed for about 10 days but only when
the currentdensity was set at >320 mA/cm2. In the first
partof thatperiod, an excess of tritium with respect to the
expected valuecalculated for the electrolytic enrichment
was found in three cells out of nine (one of the cells was
in light water). This excess was about twice the amount
expected with respect to the enrichment and about four
times the initial tritium content in the heavy water (267
decay/min per ml). The other cells, including the one in
light water, did not show any excess tritium, the value of
which was in good agreement with the calculated value.
Some aspects concerning the thermal behavior of the
electrodes are also discussed.

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

The results given in this technical note show three
significant experimental results, two of which are of
nuclear origin. They are as follows:

1. A substantial increase in the neutron count rate was
observed after about 60 days of continuous
experimentation. The phenomenon showed a
discontinuous trend with a burst structure that lasted for
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about 10 days, and it seemed to be correlated with the
valueof theelectrolysis currentdensity applied to the ten
cells connected in series. There are some indications in
our experimental conditions that a threshold does exist at
about 320 mA per sq cm. . . .

2. Tritium excess in three cells out ofnine (onecell outof
ten worked in light water) was found to be equal to about
twice the maximum value expected bythe electrolytic
enrichment andabout four times the initial value of the
tritium activity. . . . We are confident about these results
because we systematically performed more than 350
tritiumanalyses thatwerealways inagreement,within the
experimental error, with the calculated values, and, as
other sources of error can be excluded, we believe thata
nuclear process was really occurring in those cells.

3. The palladium cathodes that gave tritium production
wereprepared in adifferentway from the other cathodes.
. . .
Finally, there seemsto existagood internal consistency in
our results concerning the tritium production, the
tritium/neutron ratio, and theneutron count rate. . . . From
the experimental and scientific point of view, we are ata
pointwhereaquality improvementof theexperimentation
is required in order to contribute effectively to the
scientific development of this matter. . . . .
In concluding this technicalnote,we believe that the time
isripe for research onthe nuclear process in condensed
matter to be considered in the same fashion as other
research thatdoesnotyethavewell-consolidated theories
behind it, that does not yield routinely reproducible
results, thatdoes notyethave completeacceptanceby the
scientific community, thatwill notproduceuseful energy
at least in the near future, and so on, but are financed and
studied with the aim to understand.

ITALY - NO NEUTRONS

F. Cannizzaro, G.Greco, M. Raneli,M.C. Spitale, and E.
Tomarchio (Universita di Palermo, Dipartimento di
IngegneriaNucleare, Palermo), "Search For Neutrons As
Evidence Of Cold Fusion,"Fusion Technology,Vol 21,
No 1, pp 86-91, 10 figs, 9 refs.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Investigations performed at the University of Palermo in
an attempt to reproduce the "cold fusion" experiment are
reported. The search was devoted to detecting neutron
emission from palladium electrodes electrolytically
charged with deuterium. In no testwas neutron emission
significantly over the background observed, either in
bursts or continuous. Results of a few tests are reported.
For the more sensitive test, an upper limit for D(d,n) cold

fusion (at 98% confidence level) of lambdaf < 3.6 x 10-24

fusion/s per d-d pair is determined.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

In theirconclusions theauthorsstate that their experiments
arein clear disagreement with the observations of Pons
and Fleischmann. They did not perform the same
experiment. The cathode was Pd sheets. The cell
configurationdid notfollow P-F. The electrolysis was
limitedto "3- to 25-h time periods." They attempted to
measure the least likely event of a P-F cell. Their report
has value as a series of experimentalmethods that did not
produce neutrons. We recommendthat they contact their
fellowscientists inRome. Seereport abovebyGozzi etal.

JAPAN - MIZUNO'S CELL
Courtesy of Marge Hecht

FujioNakano, "TheColdFusionCellThatWouldn'tTurn
Off"andCarolWhite, "InterviewwithTadahikoMizuno,"
21st Century Science & Technology, Vol 4, No 4,
Winter 1991, pp 59-69.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

These two articles are a combination of a report by Fujio
Nakano which was first published in the Japanese mass-
circulation magazine,Bungeishunju, and an interviewby
Carol Whitewith Dr. Tadahiko Mizuno who is on the
faculty of engineering at Hokkaido University in Japan.
Dr.Tadahikorelates that24yearsago,asastudent,hewas
studying the diffusion of hydrogen intometals. Hestates,
"I even used heavy water, so I may have seen deuterium-
deuteriumfusion takingplacewithout recognizing it. Idid
seesomestrangeeffects in adeuterium-palladium system
that I could not explain at the time." In Carol White's
interview with Dr. Tadahiko some details of the earliest
replicationof thePons-Fleischmanndiscovery is reported.
In discussing the unexpected event of a cold fusion cell
that continued togenerateexcessheatafter theelectrolysis
was turnedoff, White reports the following exchange:
"Question: You areusing aclosed cell. Doyou think that
is responsible for your extraordinary result, since the
electrolyte does not simply boil off, as it does in an open
cell? [Answer:] Yes, I think the higher pressure [cell not
only closed but supports higher pressures] and the higher
temperature is advantageous, although I did not plan the
experiment in order to get this effect. Actually, I just
wanted to conserve my electrolyte. Since our cell is
completely closed,wecaneasily raise the temperature up
to 100 degrees and alsoget higher pressures. We don't
havethe Fleischmann-Pons problem ofboiling off our
liquid." Dr.
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Tadahiko plans to raise the pressure and work at 300
degrees C in future cold fusion experiments.

JAPAN - GAMMA-RAY EMISSION
From Chem Abstracts, Dec 16, 1991

ShinjiroWakao,KatsutomoOzeki,HaruoSawa(Fac.Sci.,
Tokai Univ.,Hiratsuka), "Gamma-Ray emission from
hydrogen-absorbingmetal cathodes in deuteriumoxide,"
J. Adv Sci, 1990, Vol 2, No 3, pp 149-52, in Japanese

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Since itwas reported that theD-Dnuclear fusion mightbe
occurring by the electrolysis ofD2Oat room temperature,
so many scientists are trying to verify the reaction. H-
absorbing Pd, Ti, TiNi0.5, TiNi, ZrV1.8Ni0.2, and
ZrV1.5Ni0.5, were used as the cathode, and gamma-ray
emissionwas measuredcontinuously byagammasurvey
meter accompanying the electrolysis in LiOD/D2SO4-
D2O solutions. At the same time, the same experiment
was carried out in ordinary H2O containing LiOH or
H2SO4 as the reference standard. These cathodes were
mainly sinteredand the anodewas always Pt wire. The
electrolysis was carried out by aconstant current method
till the electrode was saturated by D or H. In the cases of
Ti-Ni and Zr-V-Ni system (metals which have larger H-
absorbing abilities than Pd), their gamma-ray emissions,
i.e., the fusion rates were few times as much as that of Pd.
From start to finish of the electrolysis, the fusion rate was
notverydependenton theDconcentration in theelectrode
in every case. The fusion rate decreased with the lapse of
electrolyzing time. The fusion might be occurring in aD
diffuse layer or a reaction zone where the metal phase is
transforming to thedeuteride phaseand micro-cracks are
developing because of the lattice expansion.

RUSSIA - FUSION REVIEW
Courtesy of V.A.Tsarev

V.A. Tsarev (P.N. Lebedev Physical Inst., Moscow),
"Current Status of Cold Fusion," talk given at the First
International SakharovConference, May 27-31, 1991,
Moscow, 3 pgs, 4 refs (2 are conference reviews by
author.)

AUTHOR'S INTRODUCTION

The term"cold fusion" (CF)wasknownup toMarch1989
as the synonym of muon-catalyzed fusion, suggested by
A.D. Sakharovmore than 40 years ago. Broad useof this
term for the last two years is associated with other kind of
phenomena: fusion at "ambient room temperature" of
nucleiofhydrogen isotopes embedded intocrystal lattice.

Nowadays only few remember the unbelievable
resonance in thewholeworld, causedby thefirstclaimsof
CF from Utah and associated with hopes of a simple and
ecologically safe solution to the energy problems
confrontinghumanity. . . .Lateron anoverwhelming flow
ofnegative results obtained by different groups and the
irreproducibility of almost all the results changed the
earlier enthusiasm to skepticism, irritation and disbelief
not only in energetics, but also in the reality of the
phenomenon itself. Professor Morrison's talk may serve
as an exampleof such extremelynegative attitude, which
takes a "pathological" form of obscurantism. However it
seems hardly reasonable to takeasensibleviewof the real
situation to rely upon speculative philosophical
conceptions. This way one can easily attribute many
trends ofmodern societyto pathology, since errors and
doubts are inevitable in researching new field[s]. It is
morewise to do experimentsand let the data speak for
itself. In particular let us discuss those, presented at the
recentConferencesatProvo(USA),andDubna-Moscow.

AUTHOR'S CONCLUSION

In conclusion, while nowthere is noreason to hope for
energetics [energy useablein the environment],we do
haveagoodreason to believe thatCFas some kindof low
level anomalous nucleareffects indeuterium/solids exists
and is not justmirage, created by artifacts. It turnedout to
be a much more complicated and difficult problem than
had beenexpectedat thebeginningandneedsveryserious
and professional study, promising interesting results.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

Tsarev briefly cites the following main results and
problems of CF studies:
1. CFsignals havebeen claimed as follows: a) during D-
loading; b) during mechanical failure of D-loaded
materials; c)in some chemical reactions; d) in cluster-
impact fusion; e) when current is driventhrough Si/Pd
layers.
2. Conditions for CF are not clear.
3. Stochasticity [randomness] is acommon feature forall
observed CF signals.
4. Neutron emission normally at the Jones' level.
5. Evidence for CFstimulation by pulsedcurrentorother
types of "shocks".
6. No understanding, as yet, on the lattice role.
7. Neutronemissionhasbeencorrelatedwithacousticand
radio emissions.
8. Many reports of low-level neutron emission from CF
exist, however, the caseof tritium is controversial. [Due,
in large part, to the unwarranted attack by Gary Taubes
published in Science, June 15, 1990.]
9. The mechanism of cold fusion is not universally
recognized.
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RUSSIA - SECOND REVIEW ARTICLE

V.A. Tsarev (P.N. Lebedev Physical Inst., Moscow),
"Cold Fusion Studies in the USSR," talk given at the
SecondAnnualColdFusionConference, June29- July 4,
1991, Como, Italy, 15 manuscript pgs, 71 refs.

AUTHOR'S INTRODUCTION

Offering of a special report dedicated to the Soviet
scientists works seems to be quite justified, since they are
not well known to the western scientific community.
Meanwhile, both quantitatively and qualitatively they
bringanoticeablecontributionto theworld"databank"on
this interestingphenomenon. It is evenpossible that some
of these Sovietworks havebeen "precursors" of the"cold
fusion era". However, inadequate integration of our
science with the western one, aggravated by scanty
telecommunicationmediadevelopment,hassloweddown
the process of information exchange on CF notonly with
outer world, but also in our country. It is sufficient to say
that the firstSovietNationalConferenceonCFtookplace
only recently in March of this year (March 22-26, 1991,
Dubna-Moscow.) Figuratively speaking up to now we
have been workingbehind the scenes and watching the
play. Now it is time to raise the curtain.

Figure 1 illustrates the "CF geography" in our country as
it was presented at the Dubna Conference. These works
are carried out by about 45 Institutes. [In the cities of
Arzamas, Cheboksary, Cheliabinsk, Donetsk, Dubna,
Erevan, Kaliningrad, Kharkov, Kiev, Krasnoyarsk,
Leningrad, Lugansk,Moscow, Novosibirsk, Obninsk,
Odessa,Omsk,Podolsk,Rostov,Sverdlovsk, Tbilisi, and
Tomsk.] The totalnumberof laboratorieswhich tookpart
in CF experiments is no doubt more. However, many of
them stopped or"freezed" their activities after the first
unsuccessful attempts andunder the pressureof wide-
spread skepticism. The CF reputation in our country has
suffered greatly from rushand inexact experiments of the
initial period, widelyboosted witha mass media. The
total number of soviet publications on CF certainly
exceedsonehundred(more than80papersweresubmitted
at theDubnaConference.) Abouthalfof themaredevoted
to CF experiments, about a quarter are connected with
methodical and structural studies, and the rest - with
theoretical models.

. . . There are only a few prolonged well equipped
experiments with good statistics aimed to a high
reproducibility. Calorimetric measurements were not
widelyspread and developed. At thesame timeanumber
ofworks basedonneworiginal ideasand techniques have
been done, which might have interesting continuations. .
. .

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

Tsarevreports onCF under the following headings: 1.
Nuclear mechanofusion; 2. Nuclear chemofusion;
3. Simultaneous direct registration of neutrons and
charged products of dd-fusion; 4. Correlation
measurements; 5. Cold fusion observations in gas-
discharge devices; 6. 14.1 MeV neutrons
registration from dt -->4He + n reaction; 7.
Neutron burst during PdD self-heating;8. Surface
electron spectra measurements; 9. Gammaquanta
emission during electrolysis in the Ti-stream-gas-
LiD system; 10. Methods of CF stimulation; 11.
Dubna group results; and 12. CF models.

Inhis tabularsummaries,Tsarev lists 29positiveresults in
producing neutrons and gammas as compared with 6
negative papers. In charged particle registration there
were 4 positive and 3 negative papers. In tritium
production there were 7 positive and 3 negative (non-
conclusive) papers. There were five papers reporting
neutron emission (1.3 to 10 times background) from
mechanofusion.

Weare indebted toDr. Tsarev for sending us copies ofhis
papers. This second paper is available in the proceedings
of the ACCF2. We hope that the political turmoil in the
formerUSSRwillnot result in thedissolutionof themany
high-quality research laboratories and institutes in Russia
and its surrounding countries.

RUSSIA - ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS

P.I. Golobnichii, G.I. Merzon, A.D. Filonenko, V.A.
Tsarev,A.A.Tsarika (USSR), "Detectionofacorrelation
between nuclear, acoustic andelectromagneticemissions
during electrolytic saturation of palladium with
deuterium,"Kratk. Soobshch.Fiz., 1990, No 8,pp 26-
29, in Russian.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Two events were registered with hard timecorrelation of
the impulses of thenuclear, acoustic, and electromagnetic
emissions which confirm the relation between the crack
formation and the low-temperature nuclear fusion
predicted by the acceleration model.

SPAIN - THEORY

Luis J. Boya (Fac. Cienc., Univ. Zaragoza, Spain),
"Possible mechanisms for cold fusion in Deuterated
palladium," An. Fis., Ser. B,1990, No 86 (2), pp 221-3,
in English.
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AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Absorbed to saturation in metallicPd, d does not fuse
spontaneouslyat any sensible rate. Several enhancing
mechanismsexternallydriven,suchasalternatingcurrents,
thermalhysteresiscycles,d-bandconductioncoupledwith
Bose statistics, etc. are discussed. More exotic avenues,
like He-Moessbauer effect are mentioned.

F. SHORT ARTICLES FROM READERS

EDITOR'S NOTE: Normally, the following article
would have been published by a peer-reviewed journal
such as Fusion Technology. The tragic death of our
friend, Dr. Andy Riley prompted Dr. Bush to write and
Fusion Facts topublish thisarticle to help avoid future
accidents.

A Hypothetical "Chemical-Nuclear Chain
Reaction" Based Upon the Transmission
Resonance Model
By Dr. Robert T. Bush

ABSTRACT: The author's cold fusion model [1,2], the
TRM(TransmissionResonanceModel) shows that,while
most electrolytic cold fusion experiments involve
essentially surface, or near surface, reaction, so that only
a small amount of the palladium is involved along with
only a tiny fraction of the total deuterons in the palladium
cathode, it is hypothetically possible,under conditions of
high loadingandhigh temperature, to inducea"chemical-
nuclear chain reaction" producing a relatively large burst
of thermal energy. While this theoretical investigation
was prompted by the recent tragic accident at SRI,
International in Menlo Park, California, the hypothetical
scenario presented here is not purported to explain
that accident.

In most electrolyticcold fusion experiments there is good
reason to believe that the excess heat producing reaction
occurs at, ornear, the surface of the palladium cathode.
This, forexample is in agreementwith theauthor's model
[1,2] for cold fusion, the TRM. This viewpoint is
buttressed by the fit of the TRM, which at the surface
involves the activationpotential, to excess power data
obtained at Cal Poly bythe authorand his colleague R.
Eagleton [4], and also by the recent preliminary cold
fusion research in our laboratory involving thin films of
palladium [2,3] (as thin as 5 microns in one case)
electroplated onto silver and manufactured for us by E.
Bubernack and E. Storms of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Thus, in the typical electrolytic experiment,
almost all of the palladium and the d's (deuterons) at
interstitial latticesiteswithin thepalladium,are simplynot
used in any direct way. This use of d's, as it turns out,
according to the TRM, will be will be seen to be an
important safety feature in these experiments. However,

if such anexperiment is now pressurized with D2 gas to
produce a high loading fraction of d's to Pd atoms in the
cathode, andhigh temperatures are employed asmade
possibleby the increasedboilingpointof theheavy water-
based electrolyte achieved via that pressurization, there
appears, on the basis of the TRM, to be the possibility of
a "chemical-nuclear chain reaction" resulting in a
relatively large burst of thermal energy. While neutrons
wouldaccompany thisburst, theirnumberwouldprobably
bemany orders of magnitude too small to account for the
energy release based upon our present empirical
knowledgeof thebranchingratios involved in cold fusion
work.

According to theTRM [1,2], two essential conditions for
the excess heat reaction to occur are a "lattice" of d's,
which is produced bythe loading of d's into interstitial
sites of the palladium cathode, and then d's incidentupon
the surface of that lattice of d's. In the typical experiment
this fact leads to the surface, or near surface, excess heat
reaction (hereafter: surfaceeffect) aspreviously indicated.
However, any change that can turn part of the interior
population of d's of the cathode into itinerantd's clearly
alsopresents us with the same two essential conditions
indicated above. In this case one would now have a
volume effect for the excess heat in addition to a surface
excessheateffect. Oneor theothermay thendominate,or
they may be about equal with regard to excess power
production. There appears to be empirical evidence
suggesting this. Thus, a number of observers have noted
thatvarying thecurrent, e.g., pulsing thecurrent, canmake
the excess heat effect increase. This can be explained by
noting that, if the surface effect is too small to detect, the
volume effect induced by varying the current may make
the overall excess power contribution of the two effects,
volumeand surface, large enough todetect. Theobserver
will often indicate that the excess power effect was
apparently triggered by the current alteration. To
understand howthe volume excess heat effect (hereafter:
volume effect) is induced, recall that the electric field
associated with the current provides the predominate
pressure to maintain deuteron loading in the cathode.
Thus, a lowering of the current will typically lead to a
decrease in the loading produced by d's moving outof the
cathode,whilean increasedcurrent increases theabilityof
the cathode to hold d's and results in the movement of d's
into thecathode. With regard toa loweringof thecurrent,
the surface effect will typically decrease because of the
decreased loadingandbecause the loweredcurrentdirectly
diminishes the fluxof incidentdeuteronsupon thesurface.
However, the increase in thepopulationof itinerantd's, as
d's move within the cathode in response to changes in
loading, shouldproduceavolumeeffect, which may then
predominate in generating excess power. Thus, K. Wolf
[5]ofTexasA&Mnotedearlyon that apalladiumcathode
in his laboratory had heated up significantly after the
current had been turned
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off. More recently F. Nakano reported on a cathode that
gave remarkable amounts of excess heat for several days
after it had been turned off. (The suggestion by J.
Waisman [7] that hydrogen diffusion in palladium may
take much longer than would be indicated by Fick's law
may be applicable here.) And, of course, there is the
recent experimentofE.YamaguchiandT.Nishioka [8]of
NTT Basic Research Laboratories of Tokyo in which an
explosive burstofheat and neutrons was producedby the
"out-transport of deuterons in palladium." A wafer of
palladium loadedwith deuterons had thed's retained bya
thin filmofgoldonone faceanda thin filmofmagnesium
oxide on the opposite face. Approximately an hour after
this sandwich hadbeen placed in a vacuum chamber it
exploded violently, producing a burst ofneutrons and
enoughthermalenergytofuse thegoldwith thepalladium.

E. Storms [9]of theLos Alamos National Laboratory has
mentioned to the author that there could conceivably bea
resemblanceof theYamaguchiburst experiment [8] to the
tragic accident at SRI, International. This combination
prompted the author to explore the hypothetical
implications of the TRM for the Yamaguchi experiment
and thus, potentially for the SRI accident. In fact, the
author had previously considered avolumereaction with
itinerantd'swhen treating theneutronemissioncomponent
ofcold fusion, andespecially the results of theexperiment
by Zelensky [10] (Russia, Harkova Physical Institute) on
temperature-dependentneutron emission associatedwith
deuteron thermal desorption from thin films of titanium
andpalladiumthathadbeen ion-implantedwithdeuterons.
This consideration led the author to treat the interior ofa
loaded palladium (titanium) crystal as a superposition of
"diffraction gratings". Thenforagivenfractional loading
(or stoichiometry, which is actually a technically correct
term only in thecaseof titanium), theproblem is partially
statistical in that one established the different average
chain length, and thus weighting factors for the different
gratings. Thus, considering a one-dimensional chain of
interstitial sites, thepossiblegratings areas follows: those
for which every d has a nearest neighbor in the one-
dimensional chain; those with every other interstitial site
empty; thosewithonly every third site occupied by a d;
etc., etc. Of course, as the loading fraction increases the
gratings consisting of d's with nearest neighbors
predominate. Prior to the author's poster session
presentation [11] at the Como meeting showing an
excellent fit of the TRM to Zelensky's data, and prior to
my givingcomputerprintouts to several experimentalists
doing neutron burstwork, theauthorobtained permission
from the editor, G. Miley [12], to send a partially-
completed theoretical paper, "The Deuterated Metal
Lattice as a Superposition of Diffraction Gratings: A
PartialExplanation of Neutron Emission inColdFusion"
[13], toFusion Technology containing the fit of theTRM

to theZelensky dataas well as thealgorithmsemployed to
predict the temperature-dependence of the neutron
emission lines for titanium (palladium) along with their
derivation and explanation. Thus, for example, the
approximate centers of the principal temperature-
dependent neutron emission lines for titanium and
palladium, fromroughlyabout roomtemperaturedownto
about absolute zero are as follows (a temperature in bold
implies aprimary emission line --largest reaction strength
--and other temperatures indicates a line of secondary
reaction strength:

Temperatures for deuterated titanium: -3C, -30C, -56C,
-104C, -120C, -146C, -183C, -198C, -213C, -236C, -
246C, -255C, -270C.

Temperatures fordeuterated palladium: 6C, -50C, -78C,
-105C, -153C, -173C, -193C, -225C, -238C, -249C, -
269C.

The point to be made here is that the volume reaction for
neutron production would be accompanied by other
reactions associated with, for example, and very
importantly, excess heat. As already mentioned, the
excess heat would be expected to be many orders of
magnitude too large to be correlated with the neutron
production. We now proceed to demonstrate a
hypothetical "chemical-nuclearchain reaction"associated
with the stoichiometricand temperature-dependentparts
of the relative excess power in the TRM.

Figure 1 shows part of the temperature-dependent
emission lines with their relative heights shown for the
respective stoichiometries S= 0.96, 0.94, 0.92, 0.90, and
0.80. Thebasesgiverespectivewidthsof the transmission
resonancewindows [1,2],which theapproximate relative
height of a window is given by the height of the
Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution employed
for the itinerant d's for the temperature (energy)
at the center of the transmission resonance line
times a factor for the relative heights of that line
based upon the stoichiometry as shown in Figure
1. (See the figure, Col 1 page 21.)

Figure 2 (See Col 2page 21) shows the corresponding
hypothetical temperature-dependent relative total
excess heat production rates (arbitraryunits) versus
temperature from about room temperature to
about the melting point of palladium for the
stoichiometries of0.80, 0.92, 0.94, and 0.96, where all
other factors areassumed to be the same. Note the rapid
rise of the relative reaction rate curve with small
changes inS. (Similar curves could be worked out for
cases of S greater than 1.00).

[Text is continuedafterFigure1on thenextpageand then
underneath Figure 2, column 2 on the next page.]
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Figure 1: Temperature-dependent emission lines,
indicatedby thecolumns, fordeuterated palladiumbased
upon the TRM.

Temperatures at the top indicate the energies (in
temperature units) of the centers of the six lines from
321K to 1,684K. Note that line widths increase as the
energy increases, and that the relative heights, which
providearelativeweightingfactor for theemissionpower,
increasewith thestoichiometry, S, but are independentof
energy (temperature units). Thus, the line centered on
an energy of 1,121K for S=0.96 has a width about
twice that of the line centered on 321K for S=0.80
and has a relative height about seven times that of
the latter.

Consider a highly-loaded cathode in operation with a
significantly elevatedelectrolyte temperature. Ifnowthe
electric field maintainingthe high stoichiometry of the
cathode were cut off, or significantly reduced, the
resulting rate of excess heat production in the cathode
volumeassociatedwith thesuddenly-increasedpopulation
of itinerant d's reacting with the various diffraction
gratings of d's in interstitial sites could be large enough to
generate a relatively large pulse of thermal energy. The
decrease inelectric fieldcould be triggered by theventing
of thedeuterium gas: If theD2 gas pressure were reduced
to the point that rapid boiling of the electrolyte occurred,

Figure 2. Relative reaction rate as a function of cathode
temperature for fourdifferencestoichiometriesbasedupon
the TRM.

Thus, forexample, according to theTRMthereaction rate
(total excess power production) in the cathode would be
about 30 times as great for the case in which the
temperature is 1,850K and S=0.96 as for the case of
1,000K, S=0.80.

thedepthofelectrolytewould rapidlydecreaseuncovering
the cathode. The corresponding decrease in the electric
field would result in the creation of a significant number
of itinerantd's throughout the cathodevolume setting the
stage for the formation of a thermal energy pulse. TheD2
gas would not ignite, since there would be no oxygen in
the pressurized vessel for it to undergo combustion with.
However, transfer of thermal energy to the steam and to
this gas could cause theviolent expansion that would test
the mechanical strength of the containing vessel.

This type of reaction might be characterized as a
"chemical-nuclearchain reaction"since thedecrease in the
electric fieldcausedby thedecrease in theelectrolyte level
would cause the rapid buildup of itinerant d's as the latter
are boosted out of interstitial sites. With theproportional
increase in the numberof cold fusion reactions further
increasingthe temperatureandtheresultingincreasingrate
of decrease in the electrolyte level, the process might be
accelerated, etc. From the time at which the electrolyte
levelbegan todecrease,due tovaporizationofelectrolyte,
it is estimated that thebuildup of acriticaloverpressure in
apressurized canister of tencentimeter radius mighthave
required abouta millisecond. Again, however, itmust be
reiterated that this scenario is strictly
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hypothetical and does not necessarily provide an
explanation for the tragic SRI accident.
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G. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE IS
MISINFORMED
Note from Marge Hecht, 21st Century Science and
Technology

MargeHechtcites the followingmisinformation fromthe
Nov 7, 1991 New England J. of Medicine, pg 1372:
[Article justifies the Ingelfinger rule where Journal
publishes only that which has not been submitted or
reported elsewhere and cites abuses of science by press
conference including the announcement of a drug for
treatingHIV.]"...ThehopesofpatientswithHIVinfection
were raised, as was the stock in ICN Pharmaceuticals.
Subsequently theFoodandDrugAdministrationfoundthe
claim to be unwarranted. Science by press conference
is not limited to the field of medicine, of course,
Pons and Fleischmann engaged in a spectacular
example when they announced that they had
achieved cold fusion. Their institution, the University
ofUtah,waspromptlyvotedsubstantial funds by thestate
legislature to further the research. Once again, the work
was not published. It is not clear whether the
announcements about cyclosporine
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and ribavirin shortened lives, but they did raise false
hopes andcontribute to indiscriminatecynicismabout the
validity of medical research. There is an inevitable
tension, then, between the orderly process of scienceand
the public's right to know, between quality and speed,
between doing it right and doing it fast."

[Note the misinformation: Pons and Fleischmann
submitted their patent applications and their technical
paper to peer-reviewed journals prior to public
announcement. Pons and Fleischmann did not call the
press conference. The press was called by University
officialsbecauseofnumerouscalls theyweregetting from
many people with copies of the paper that had been
submitted for peer review. The newsof the evidence
of cold fusion was too dramatic to be contained by
the protocols of the peer review process. The
reported production of tritium and excess heat and the
reportedneutron production were replicated in at least
twelve laboratories within thirty days. The current count
of replication is more than 120 laboratories in more than
20 countries. Peer-reviewed publications of failures are
still being cited to the gullible as proof of failure of
Pons and Fleischmann and as proof that cold fusion is not
real. What is leading to public cynicism is the
unquestioningacceptance, evenby theprofessionalmedia
(Science, Nature, Encyclopaedia Britannica, Nova, et
al.)of emotional attacks on thecredibility of two brilliant
scientists and/or their work. Fusion Facts is sorry to find
that the staff ofThe New England Journal of Medicine
would become another unwitting party to the
unprofessional and emotional attack on cold fusion. The
publichas the right to knowthe facts and the right to have
the facts reported right and fast. Slowness is not
righteousness, neither is misinformation. Lives are
being lost by unnecessary energy-related pollution.
Stick to medicine NEJM, you are not competent in
cold fusion. Hal Fox, Editor-in-Chief.]

NOTE ON H2O DILUTION
By Dr. Samuel P. Faile

Referring to "Fusion Technology, "Review of
ExperimentalObservationsAbout theColdFusionEffect,"
byEdmund Storms,pp433-477,Vol20,No 4,December
1991 (animpressive review with 359 references). This
reviewcoveredpublished information. Inasurveyofheat
effects Dr. Storms noticed that the researchers obtaining
positive excess heat results tended to have more accurate
calorimeters than the ones reporting negative results.
[Contrary to statements byPetrassowho makes claims of
much better equipmenton the part of many who reported
negativeresults.Ed.] Onpage441 ismentioned theeffect
of light water replacement on excess heat. The
substitution of H2O for D2O took from 20 to over 100
hours to cause the disappearance of the excess heat. An

important clue to the cold fusion puzzle may have been
revealed. The cold fusion reaction is thought to occur
mainly at the surface. If the cold fusion reaction is
dependent on deuterium, why does it take so long for the
excess heatproduction to stop? It would appears that the
useof H2O would quicklycause the surface layer to be
loaded with hydrogen rather than deuterium. Perhapsa
resonating quantum potential wave is set up that is
stimulatedbythe collective delocalized deuteron wave
functions. The resonating quantumpotentialwavewould
take time to form andbe pinned to thepalladium lattice or
metal surface."

[Many articles and technical notes have been written
speculating on how the d-d reaction can take place, be
started,orcontinue. Experimentalevidencehasbeencited
ranging from short bursts of nuclear byproducts and/or
heat to the long-term production of heat. Two groups in
Oak Ridge got contrary results in light water dilution of
their working experiments showing both quick and slow
quenching of heat-producing cells. New experimental
evidence is in the process of being published that shows
promising results in the use of light water and nickel
electrodes. Fusion Facts looks forward to sharing these
reports of peer-reviewarticles on these experiments. We
are especially interested in reports that support the "ease
of replication" found in the light water/nickel cells. For
example, we havegreat respect for the scientific ability of
Dr. V. Noninski and Dr. James McBreen, both of whom
havereplicatedthe lightwater/nickelcathodeexperiments.
Dr.Failehas been oneofourbest suppliers of information
andspeculation inhis continued search forunderstanding
of cold fusion. We thank Dr. Faile for his continued
contributions. Ed.]

LETTER FROM BEIJING, CHINA
From Professor of Physics, Xing Zhong Li

After some kind personal comments, Prof. Li writes:
"Duringmy six-year stay in the US (1979-1985) Iwas
impressedby theunselfishdedicationofAmericanfriends.
Science cannot develop without such dedication. In the
last letter, I enclosed a copy of my review talk, "The
Chinese Effort in Understanding the 'Cold Fusion'
Phenomena"... Through that report you see what I have
been working onand thinking about (threeanomalies). ...
[As covered in theenclosed]copy of "Identificationof the
Energetic Charged Particles in Gas-Loading Experiment
of 'Cold Fusion' Using CR-39 Plastic Track Detector".
This paper is supposed to bepublished in theProceedings
of II ACCF. If you think that these papers are helpful I
may send you more along this line.

"I have been engaged in the theory of the PlasmaPhysics
andControlled Fusion formore than thirty years. I am
attempting to understand what happened in those three
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anomalies while I am pushing forward the necessary
experiments within the limited funds [available]. We do
have some "models" or "theories" to explain these
experiments (the Precursors and the Energetic Charged
Particles). I would like to send the short article aboutour
work when it is available. Currently, none of my
colleagues areworking in or theorizing about Zero-Point
Energy. Perhaps they will in the future."

[Comments: We are most pleased to hear from our
scientist friends abroadand wewill be most pleasedto
receive copies of any papers they can send to us. We do
welcome short papers on current cold fusion topics.
Thank you Professor Li foryour letter and the copy of
your recent paper. See our review in this issue: China -
CR-39 Track Detector. Ed.]

H. CONFERENCES, PAPERS & MISC.

PROCEEDINGS NOW AVAILABLE

TheProceedings of II ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON
COLDFUSION, Como, Italy, June 29to July4,1991
are now available. For information on ordering, please
write to: SIF, Via L. degli Ondalo 2, 40123 Bologna,
Italy.

LETTER FROM JAPAN
From Professor Hideo Ikegami

ANNOUNCING: THE 3rd INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF COLD FUSION (ACCF3)

Date: October 21 (Wed) - October 25 (Sun), 1992
Place: Nagoya Congress Center, Nagoya, Japan

The conference will cover the broadest topics relevant to
thecold fusion phenomena in thebroadest research fields
including nuclear physics, electrochemistry, and solid-
state physics.

The tentative dead lines are:
Preliminary Registration: 15 March 1992
One-Page Abstract: 15 June 1992
Final Registration: 1 September 1992

The succeeding announcements will be mailed solely to
those who return the preliminary registration form by 15
March 1992.

The final registrationform anda hotel reservation card
will beenclosed with the 2nd and 3rd Announcements
which will be sent in April and July 1992, respectively.

For further informationcontact theConferenceChairman:
Professor Hideo Ikegami
National Institute for Fusion Science
Nagoya, Japan 464-01

Phone: 052-781-5134 (office)
Fax: 052-781-9564
E-Mail: ikegami@nifs.ac.jp

Fusion Facts will continue to publish the latest
information about this conference to keep you informed.
Prof. Ikegamistates, "The next cold fusion conference in
Japan will be a crucial and exciting one."

NEW FROM FUSION FACTS - Fusion Briefings

New from the Fusion Information Center is Fusion
Briefings, a 3.5 page newsletter, that is a monthly digest
of cold fusiondevelopments. Written with the lay person
inmind, it isan overviewofwhat is happening in theareas
of research,business,patents, and thecompanies involved
with cold fusion. Designed for the manager whoneeds to
beawareofcold fusiondevelopment,butdoes not require
all of the technical details, Fusion Briefings lets him
track the developments thatwill have the most impact on
his business.

Fusion Briefings is airmailed to you for only $49.00 for
twelve issues. Single issues are $5.00 per issue. Mention
to us that you saw this notice and we will send you a free
complimentary copy.

ForFusion Briefings, write or phone us at the address or
phone number below:

P.O. Box 58639, Salt Lake City, UT 84158
Telephone: (801) 583-6232

NEW BOOK AVAILABLE - Impact Studies

"Fusion Impact"is now availablefor $15.00. Updated
with new statistical information and graphs to illustrate
and support the information, "Fusion Impact" is a timely
resourcebook detailing the impact that enhanced energy
systems will haveoneight industries and thegovernment.
This latest edition includes comments on commercial
strategybased on the new light water electrochemical
cells, one of which is now producing 1 kW of power.

Order by mail or phone from:

P.O. Box 58639, Salt Lake City, UT 84158
Telephone: (801) 583-6232
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FUSION CONCEPTS - A computer-based
tutorial.

If you know someone who is interested in learning about
cold fusion, "Fusion Concepts" maybe the best wayto
teach overeightyconcepts associatedwith cold fusion. If
cathodeand anodeare meaningless and confusingas you
read about cold fusion developments, then "Fusion
Concepts" canhelp clarifywhat thedifference is and how
they are used. "Fusion Concepts" is interactive
courseware that takes an individual through the physics
and chemistrybackground thatmakes up cold fusion, but
controls the learning by allowing the student to progress
onlyafter the student demonstrates that he understands
each concept. "Fusion Concepts" is a two-diskette
IBM-compatiblesoftwarepackage for$95.00, andcomes
on either 3.5" or 5.25" diskettes. The second diskette
includesINFOFIND, a searchandretrievalprogram that
allows the user to enter anynon-trivial word(s) and be
positioned in the text material at any selected line where
that word(s) occurs.

Order FUSION CONCEPTS from:

P.O. Box 58639, Salt Lake City, UT 84158
Telephone: (801) 583-6232

ELECTRON BEAD PATENT ON DISKETTE

We found the Kenneth R. Shoulders' patent, "Energy
ConversionUsingHighChargeDensity"so importantand
so full of information on electron bead formation,
manipulation, and conversion that we put it on diskette.

The 80 columns of patent description was so
informative that we have indexed all of the words using
our INFOFIND search and retrieval program. The
INFOFINDprogram plus all of the patent written words
are combinedonto IBM-compatible diskettes (specify
either 5 1/4 or 3.5 inch diskette.)

As a special to our subscribers, we will send you this
important patent information plus the 38 pages of
drawings for only $25. The price is $45 to non-
subscribers.

Order from:
Fusion Information Center
P.O. Box 58639, Salt Lake City, UT 84158
or telephone: (801) 583-6232

Fusion Facts DOES ACCEPT SHORT
ARTICLES

The goal of Fusion Facts is to present the latest
information on enhanced energy devices in the shortest
possible time. Therefore, we use only our local staff,

correspondents, and scientist friends in making
acceptance decisions on submitted articles.

We are especially interested in any new discoveries that
improvethe replication ofcold fusion electrochemical
cells or of other devices that provide excess energy. We
are also interested in simply-stated summaries ofyour
theories or models, especially as they pertain to
improvements of devices that produce excess energy.

Brief Letters to theEditorare also welcome. Topics of
interest include latest business developments related to
coldfusion, patent information, and your constructive
criticism of any cold fusion concepts. We especially
welcome news of any enhanced energy devices that
have been reduced to practice.

Remember to keep your written material simple but
precise. A large fraction of our subscribers do not have
English as their primary language.

Send your contributions to Hal Fox at:

P.O. Box 58639
Salt Lake City, UT 84158

Or FAX to: (801) 272-3344
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